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This book develops a new contractualist foundation for just war theory, which defends the traditional view of the moral equality of
combatants and associated egalitarian moral norms. Traditionally it has been viewed that combatants on both sides of a war have
the same right to fight, irrespective of the justice of their cause, and both sides must observe the same restrictions on the use of
force, especially prohibitions on targeting noncombatants. Revisionist philosophers have argued that combatants on the unjust
side of a war have no right to fight, that pro-war civilians on the unjust side might be targetable, and that lawful combatants on the
unjust side might in principle be liable to prosecution for their participation on the unjust side. This book seeks to undercut the
revisionist project and defend the traditional view of the moral equality of combatants. It does so by showing how revisionist
philosophers fail to build a strong foundation for their arguments and misunderstand that there is a moral difference between
collective military violence and a collection of individually unjustified violent actions. Finally, the book develops a theory defending
the traditional view of military ethics based on a universal duty of all people to support just institutions. This book will be of much
interest to students of just war theory, ethics philosophy, and war studies.
With practical advice that can be immediately applied to a higher education setting, Teaching for Learning Gain in Higher
Education provides materials and methods specifically designed to improve teaching, learning and assessment for students in
higher education through student-centric methods. Considering how to improve students’ learning strategies and thus their
learning gain, this book answers key questions about how students can be helped to construct meaning and their own knowledge
and knowledge hierarchies. Based on education and psychological theory, it examines nine cognitive approaches that have been
tried and tested, and explores how motivation can be both set up and maintained. Unpacking the concept of learning gain to be
both accessible and constructive, this book includes chapters on: The nature of higher learning gain and how programmes have
achieved it. Theories and practice of teaching and learning in higher education. Problems and issues for distance and blended
learning programmes. Strategies to promote learning gain in higher education. Teaching for Learning Gain in Higher Education
fully explores the nature of self-regulated learning and how it can be promoted and maintained to improve student learning. This
book is ideal reading for anyone involved in teaching in higher education.
Traces the history of this German automobile manufacturer, and offers specifications and descriptions of its most important stock
and racing models
You know what happens when bad boys get what they wish for? Everything. . . New York Times Bestselling Author Lori Foster
Playing Doctor Attitude makes a huge difference in bed. It could be Axel Dean's motto. The sexy physician likes his women with
sensual moxie, and Libby Preston definitely seems to fit that bill. There's that naughty grin. That hot bod. Her eager kisses and
cheeky insults. Her. . .admitted virginity. Whoa. Okay, cue cold shower. Axel may not be an honorable man, but he has his limits.
Except Libby won't take no for an answer. She's determined to have someone show her what she's been missing, and suddenly,
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Axel can't bear to think of Libby playing doctor with anyone else. . . USA Today Bestselling Author Erin McCarthy The Lady of the
Lake Pro baseball player Dylan Diaz is pretty sure he's going to hell. When you rescue a drowning woman from a lake your first
thought should be, "Are you okay?" not, "Can I make mad, passionate love to you?" But the minute sputtering kindergarten
teacher Violet Caruthers is on Dylan's boat, that's all he can think about. Maybe it's the potent combo of a nun's personality inside
a stripper's body. Maybe it's the way she drives him crazy with desire and laughter. Or maybe, Dylan's finally found what's been
missing in his life, and he's not about to let go. . .
Based on the successful Baby Owner's Manual, The Baby Owner's Maintenance Log presents a refreshing alternative to
traditional sugar-sweet baby journals. Hip parents can record all major milestones and measurements in these pages, including
the arrival of the unit, fuel preferences and speech activation. Spiral binding, hilarious illustrations and a bound-in envelope for
keepsakes make this guided journal a great shower gift.
* Log Book Features: * 130 numbered pages, printed front and back. * 1 issuance page. * 1 instruction page. * Each line features
Date, Time, Description or WO#, and Performed By. * Notes / Reviewed by - signature blocks at bottom. * Pages are
consecutively numbered from 1 to 130. * Black covers are standard. * Book dimensions are 8.5" x 11" inches.
85 years of classic BMW motorcycles, in brilliant color photographs, with detailed descriptions and a concise history of the
legendary company's history.
Sometimes living under the shadow of the flashier, high-profile Triumph Twins, the equivalent BSAs were just as numerous and
were exported all over the world. BSA was often seen as a less glamourous marque than Triumph or Norton, associated more with
commuting and sidecars than coffee bar cowboys, but that doesn't detract from the collectibility of its models today, as the bikes
have become highly usable, enjoyable classics. Unlike the many marque histories available, this book is a practical guide to
buying one of these bikes. It covers the complete range, from the very first 1946 500cc A7 to the final 1973 650cc A65s. Chapters
include what to look for (10min and 30min evaluations); spares prices; guides to auctions and paperwork; lists of useful contacts in
the BSA community; and just as important, consideration of whether it’s the right bike for you. One hundred colour photos, useful
appendices and expert advice mean this book could save you thousands.
This third edition, in the same tradition as the second, is a vital servicing tool containing information covering virtually every motorcycle over
50cc sold in the UK since 1980. The author is technical editor of `Performance Bikes' and author of the well known `Motorcycle Tuning'
books. The book provides access to the most frequently used data for dealers, mechanics and enthusiasts who have to deal with a wide
variety of machines and wish to compare the features of different models. A seperate section lists conversion tables, standard torque settings
for threaded fasteners, tyre size codes, tyre speed and load schedules and addersses of importers. Machines are listed alphabetically by
manufacturer and then in order of capacity or model number.
Celebrate more than 100 years of Germany's best two- and four-wheeled rides. This handsome volume is filled with images, history, and indepth review of the incredible machines BMW has created year after year. Established in 1916, BMW is one of the automotive and
motorcycle industry's oldest and most-respected manufacturers. Over the past 100-plus years, the company has passed through myriad
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incarnations. BMW Centurychronicles this remarkable transportation story through the cars and motorcycles manufactured, from the 1923
R32 motorcycle to today's sleek electric, hybrid, and high-performance cars. BMW Century showcases how the company's visionary team
systematically rebuilt BMW in the post-World War II years into the spectacular success we know today--a company with sales in excess of
two million cars annually, led by its top-selling 3-series. BMW's motorcycle division is no less legendary. It began with the 1923 avant-garde
R32, which featured a 180-degree, horizontally opposed twin, the engine configuration that would become BMW's hallmark. Over the
decades, BMW used that configuration to power groundbreaking machines like the R90S, R100RS, and R80GS. Beginning in 1983, the
company added add three- and four-cylinder machines to their offerings, culminating in today's spectacular S1000RR sport bike. From the
pre-war motorcycles to the iconic R-series twins of the 1970s and '80s to the mighty M-cars and superbikes of today, BMW Century offers a
full review of German engineering at its zenith. The book is illustrated generously with hundreds of historic, contemporary, and racing
photographs--many sourced from BMW's historic archives--and thorough text covering BMW's full history. This is the one volume no BMW
aficionado will want to be without.
On the Obersalzberg near Berchtesgaden Adolf Hitler had rented a small house in 1927, which he acquired in 1933 and expanded into the
pompous "Berghof" in 1936. The immediate surroundings became a restricted zone, long-time local inhabitants had to leave their houses
becoming victims to demolition. In their place, the "Fuhrer" had big SS Barracks built, Administrative Buildings, and Residential Houses for his
closest confidants. At the end of April 1945, an allied air raid destroyed a great part of the buildings. Since 1999 the Obersalzberg
Documentation Centre has provided the necessary information about a dark past at an idyllic site.
K75 Low Seat (1989), K75 (1989-1995), K75T (1986-1987), K75S (1987-1988, 1990-1995), K75C (1986-1988), K75RT (1990-1995),
K100RS (1985-1988), K100RT (1985-1988), K100LT (1987-1988), K100RS-ABS (1988-1989, 1991-1992), K100LT-ABS (1989-1991), K1
(1990-1993)
This BMW twins restoration guide covers all flat twins from 1955 through1985. These bikes are sought out worldwide and are restored and
ridden by enthusiasts who love their heritage as well as their look, sound, and feel on the road. It’s an invaluable guide to the many
engineering redesigns, technical modifications and restyling exercises carried out on the horizontally-opposed, twin-cylinder BMW
motorcycles over thirty years.
Part of the acclaimed Original series, Original BMW Air-Cooled Boxer Twins presents BMW's most famous motorcycles in exquisite detail.
The book focuses on the post-1969 /5 and newer series, paying particular attention to such groundbreaking models as the R75/5, the R90S,
the R100RS, and the R80G/S. The book also covers the earlier models in a chapter focusing on the Earles fork machines.
Includes bibliography and indexes / subject, personal author, corporate author, title, and media index.
Ripped from his motorcycle by Colombian rebels and robbed of everything, adventure motorcyclist Glen Heggstad journeyed through South
America, and the trip became a nightmare as he was forced to march through strange jungles carrying heavy equipment with assault rifles at
his back. Even with all the hand-to-hand and sophisticated combat training Heggstad possessed, this chronicle shows that it was his shrewd
thinking, precise planning, and a ?do-or-die” last act of desperation that eventually secured his freedom. The shocking personal tale of an
unimaginable journey through Central and South America, this travelogue details one man's capture by Colombia's rebel National Liberation
Army and the eventual realization of his dream to complete his journey.
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If you can build websites with CSS and JavaScript, this book takes you to the next level—creating dynamic, databasedriven websites with PHP and MySQL. Learn how to build a database, manage your content, and interact with users.
With step-by-step tutorials, this completely revised edition gets you started with expanded coverage of the basics and
takes you deeper into the world of server-side programming. The important stuff you need to know: Get up to speed
quickly. Learn how to install PHP and MySQL, and get them running on both your computer and a remote server. Gain
new techniques. Take advantage of the all-new chapter on integrating PHP with HTML web pages. Manage your content.
Use the file system to access user data, including images and other binary files. Make it dynamic. Create pages that
change with each new viewing. Build a good database. Use MySQL to store user information and other data. Keep your
site working. Master the tools for fixing things that go wrong. Control operations. Create an administrative interface to
oversee your site.
Jonny Bealby was devastated when his fiancee Melanie died unexpectedly while they were travelling in Kashmir. Two
years later, still heartbroken and utterly disillusioned, he took on the challenge of a lifetime. Setting out with only his
motorbike for company, he began a daring and dangerous journey around the African continent in a desperate attempt to
unearth some meaning in his life. Bittersweet, bold and beautifully told, Running with the Moon is a tale of true love and
loss, of exploration, adventure and courage.
150 pages, 82 black & white illustrations, size 5.5 x 8.5 inches. Originally published under the title The Book of the Ariel
by W.C. Haycraft, this book is one of The Motorcyclist s Library series published in the USA by Floyd Clymer by
arrangement with the original publishers Pitman Ltd. of London, England. It includes complete technical data, service and
maintenance information and detailed instructions for the repair and overhaul of the major mechanical and electrical
components for all 200, 250, 350 & 500cc OHV and 500 & 600 c.c. SV Ariel 4-stroke single cylinder models including the
OG, OH, VA, VG, NG, VB, Colt LH, and Red Hunter NH, VH & VHA from 1939 through 1960. There is adequate detailed
text and diagrams to assist in major refurbishing such as an engine rebuild or even a complete renovation. This
publication has been Out-of-print and unavailable for many years and is becoming increasingly more difficult to find on
the secondary market and we are pleased to be able to offer this reproduction as a service to all Ariel motorcycle
enthusiasts worldwide.
Covers R45, R50, R60, R65, 65LS, R75, R80/7, R80G/S, R80GS, R80ST, R80, R80RT, R80R, R90/6, R90S, R100/7,
R100RS, R100RT, R100GS and R100R.
The first generation of K-bikes offered unique qualities and decent performance although there was excessive engine
vibration, underdamped suspension and a hyperactive final-drive. These problems were addressed in 1991 with the
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updated K100RS which had a 16-valve cylinder head, upgraded brakes and reworked frame and suspension. The RS
had serious horsepower conferred by the hot-rodded engine that went into the K1100LT. 1992 saw another revolution
with the K1100RS. This is a book of contemporary road and comparison tests, specification & technical data, long term
reports, new model introductions. Models include: K100, K100RS, K100RT, K100LT, K100RS ABS, K1100RT, K1100LT,
K1100RS,
What's old is new again, and the newest trend on the block is Cafe Racers. Written by well-known motorcycle and
automotive author Doug Mitchel, "How to Build a Cafe Racer" starts with a history lesson. While those first bikes were
built in the UK for racing from cafe to cafe, the current rage for Cafe Racers has definitely spread to the US. Converting a
stock motorcycle to a Cafe Racer requires more than a fairing and a few decals. The book starts with chapters on
planning and choosing an appropriate bike, followed by chapters that detail the modifications that will likely be embraced
by anyone converting a stocker to a rocker. From shocks and tires to engine modifications, Doug's book lays out each
type of modification and how it's best carried through. The center of the book holds a gallery of finished bikes. These are
not just Triumphs or Nortons, but nearly every brand imaginable from Japan, Italy, the UK, and Germany. The final
chapters include two, start-to-finish cafe builds. This is the chance for the reader to see how professional shops take a
stock Honda, Triumph, or Ducati and convert it into a fast, sexy, and functional Cafe Racer, ready to race from cafe to
cafe on Saturday night, or around the race track on Sunday afternoon.
The Motorcycle Encyclopaedia is a complete and comprehensive reference work. The book is designed in two major
sections. The first is a photo-gallery of over 400 classic motorbikes, alphabetically arranged by manufacturers, with all
their significant models covered in detail. The second section lists every maker from the inception of motorcycling to the
present day, and includes rare photographs and design blueprints. Each manufacturer is profiled, from ABC to Sundapp
through giants of the industry like Honda and extinct but fondly remembered producers like Vincent and Velocette.
Relive the first one hundred years of Germany's best two- and four-wheeled rides. Established in 1916, BMW is one of
the auto and motorcycle industry's oldest and most-respected car and motorcycle manufacturers. Over the past century,
the company went through myriad developments. The BMW Century chronicles this remarkable transportation company
through images of the cars and motorcycles it manufactured, from the 1923 R32 motorcycle to sleek electric cars of
today. This handsome volume is filled with images, history, and in-depth looks at the incredible machines BMW created
year after year. The BMW Century showcases how the company's new visionary team systematically rebuilt BMW in the
post-World War II years into the spectacular success we know today - that is, a company with sales projected to be
upwards of two million cars annually by 2016, led by its 3-series, the best-selling luxury-performance car in the world.
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BMW's motorcycle division is no less legendary. It began with the 1923 avant-garde R32, which featured a 180-degree,
horizontally opposed twin, the engine configuration that would become BMW's hallmark. Along the way, BMW would use
that configuration to power groundbreaking machines like the R90S, R100RS, and R80GS. Beginning in 1983, they
would add three- and four-cylinder machines to their offerings, culminating in today's spectacular S1000RR sport bike.
From the pre-war motorcycles to the iconic R-series twins of the 1970s and 80s to the mighty M-series cars and
superbikes of today, The BMW Century offers a full review of German engineering at its finest. The book is illustrated
with hundreds of historic, contemporary, and racing photographs - many sourced from BMW's archives - and detailed text
relating the BMW's full history. This is the one volume no BMW aficionado can be without.
An updated version of the most acclaimed bike repair guide, Barnett's Manual takes the mystery out of every procedure, emphasizing detail,
logic, and measurement to make repairs with speed and efficiency and eliminate guesswork. Arranged according to the way mechanics
actually need information, the manual functions as both a stand-alone resource and an important training tool for professionals and amateurs.
This new edition includes extensive reference information, more than 1,000 illustrations, and worksheets. Each volume features greaseresistant perforated pages that can snap easily into a three-ring binder.
This fifth edition of John Hermann's classic Motorcycle Journeys Through the Alps and Beyond touring guide is the best-loved and mostrespected resource for any traveler planning to ride the high and twisty roads of Europe. Detailing more area than any previous edition,
Hermann's fun-to-read text has been thoroughly updated and revised, now adding new roads in Switzerland and France. All maps feature
mountain relief backgrounds to highlight the topography, and many spectacular new photos have been added. Every region of the Alps is
covered: Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Italy, France, and even special alpine-lookalike places such as Corsica, Slovenia, and the Pyrenees
and Picos de Europa mountain ranges of Spain. All of the important roads and passes are described and critiqued. Each recommended trip
features a detailed route description, easy-to-follow maps, advice on accommodations and things to do, and plenty of inspiring photographs.
Local customs, history, and amusing travel anecdotes dot every page to enrich the journey. There is no other motorcycle travel guide like this
one! Motorcycle Journeys Through the Alps and Beyond is simply the best guide for any motorcyclist planning their trip of a lifetime to
motorcycling's nirvana.
K1200RS (1998-2005), K1200GT (2003-2005), K1200LT (1999-2010)
In his new memoir, Guy Martin takes you with him on a year of extreme adventure, in his own words, in his own style. In this past year alone,
Guy has raced the Isle of Man TT and finished on the podium; bike trekked through India; competed in solo 24-hour bicycles races; flown a
stunt plane; broken a go-kart speed record down a French mountain and dusted himself off after a dramatic crash at the Dunrod 150
Superbike race. And he's done all this around his day job as a truck mechanic.
Ever since Max Friz first mounted his innovative M2B32 opposed-twin engine in a motorcycle frame in 1923, the history of BMW motorcycles
has been defined by a constant and relentless quest for perfection. In the 95 years that have followed, the company has created the most
innovative and technologically advanced motorcycles produced anywhere on earth. BMW has earned a reputation for not doing things the
way everyone else does, but its motorcycles aren’t different simply for the sake of being different. Each distinctive feature represents a
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brilliant and elegant solution to a real problem, leading BMW to be the first company to introduce many of the features that were later adopted
by other manufacturers. But there’s more to a BMW motorcycle than innovation and technology—there’s also art. And as beautiful as the
bikes are in their totality, they may be even more so when broken down into their individual details. This book captures the elegance of these
amazing machines, both in their details and in the sum of their parts, through the masterful photography of Henry von Wartenberg and writing
of author Peter Gantriis. The Art of BMW: Ninety Years of Motorcycling Excellence features the Peter Nettesheim collection, one of the
world’s premier collections of BMW motorcycles. These wonderfully restored pieces exemplify the design and engineering prowess that have
defined the BMW motorcycle tradition for almost a century. DIVPhotographer bio: Henry von Wartenberg was born in Mar del Plata,
Argentina, in 1967 and has been a professional photographer since 1990. He worked as a photojournalist for Gente magazine for nine years
before opening his own office near Buenos Aires in 1999. He has worked for many companies and publishers in Argentina and overseas,
including Geographic Adventure magazine. With his publishing firm, Triple Ve Editores, he has also published several books of his
photography: Red Deer-Stag Hunting in ArgentinaM, iMotos Clasicas en Argentina/i, iThe Best of Argentine Polo/i, and iBuenos Aires in
Stone and Bronze/i. Henry lives in Tigre, Argentina, with his wife and two daughters. You can visit his website at
www.henryvonwartenberg.com.div /divdivAuthor bio:/divdiv /divdivPeter Gantriis is founder and president of RPM Research LLC, a market
research and consulting firm that works with the world’s leading automotive and powersports manufacturers. Peter earned an MBA from the
University of Minnesota. He is an avid motorcycle enthusiast and lives in Mahtomedi, Minnesota./div/divp
BMW is a company associated with motoring firsts. The very idea of a sports sedan was merely a novelty until BMW introduced the 5 series
in 1972. As BMW’s “middle child,” the 5 series has drawn features from the company’s smallest and largest models, establishing a
reputation for performance and practicality through multiple generations. This book covers the history of the 5 series midsize sedan and the
related X5 SUV from September 1972 to the e60’s major makeover for 2008 and the development of the e70 X5. Specific mechanical,
electronic and cosmetic changes are described, including the time of and reasons for their introduction. Several aspects of BMW’s corporate
history and technically related models such as the 6-series are also described, as are aftermarket modifications by Alpina, Hartge, and other
specialist BMW tuners and speed shops. The book includes more than 200 photographs.
A definitive guide to the iconic BMW GS, the model that revolutionized the dual-purpose adventure bike in 1980. Combining all-terrain
capability, high performance and on-road ride comfort, the GS is the bestselling large-capacity motorcycle in the UK and is still evolving
today. Including comprehensive specification details, owners' experiences and previously unseen pictures, BMW GS - The Complete Story
covers the original R80G/S and its impact on the industry; design and development of all the updated models; radical engineering concepts
and technology; worldwide racing success for the GS and finally, the all-new R1200GS of 2013 and the future of the GS. Superbly illustrated
with 196 colour and 8 black & white illustrations, many previously unseen.
The book presents a coherent understanding of computational intelligence from the perspective of what is known as "intelligent computing"
with high-dimensional parameters. It critically discusses the central issue of high-dimensional neurocomputing, such as quantitative
representation of signals, extending the dimensionality of neuron, supervised and unsupervised learning and design of higher order neurons.
The strong point of the book is its clarity and ability of the underlying theory to unify our understanding of high-dimensional computing where
conventional methods fail. The plenty of application oriented problems are presented for evaluating, monitoring and maintaining the stability
of adaptive learning machine. Author has taken care to cover the breadth and depth of the subject, both in the qualitative as well as
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quantitative way. The book is intended to enlighten the scientific community, ranging from advanced undergraduates to engineers, scientists
and seasoned researchers in computational intelligence.

This guide contains SRI's "List of Lists"--a comprehensive listing of the Internet special interest group mailing lists.
Guidelines are provided for accessing and participating in the special interest groups as well as for starting your own
special interest group mailing list.
This adventurous work records Robert Edison Fulton's solo round-the-world tour on a two-cylinder Douglas motorcycle
between July, 1932 and December, 1933. First published in 1937.
The air-cooled boxer BMW twins were among the most significant motorcycles of the late 1970s and 1980s, providing an
unparalleled combination of comfort, reliability, and performance. Written by a world-renowned motorcycle journalist and
featuring 190 colour photographs, here is the authoritative work on these machines.
The exciting sequel to Coolibah Creek. Will Charlotte be driven away from her spiritual home forever?
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